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Instant Tradable Bonus Terms & Conditions
Bonus is an extra quantity of funds to the original deposit from the broker to inspire the traders
1. Int Fx is providing instant tradable bonus promotion to new and existing clients who deposit funds from 1st of February 2016; this
promotion is available for 90 days from the date of deposit, subject to terms and conditions presented below.
2. Instant tradable bonus promotion is only applicable for ECN classic account not for ECN premium account.
3. Instant tradable bonus maximum 30% is offered to any or all clients depositing new funds to their Int FX live Trading Accounts.
4. Tradable bonus of $2.00 per standard lot will be credited automatically each time traders have traded 1 standard lot on currency
pairs and CFDs only. If traders trade less than 1 standard lot, then the tradable bonus will also be calculated proportionately.
5. Any kind of outstanding bonus will be removed from your Int FX live trading account after the completion of 30% instant tradable
bonus.
6. Tradable Bonus is not valid if the deposit is made through an internal transfer.
7. Instant tradable bonus will be automatically wiped out for principle/capital withdrawals, Margin call and stop out levels calculation.
8. The company isn't responsible for any consequences of bonus cancellation as well as stop out.
9. Instant tradable bonus promotion can't be combined with another promotion offer.
10. The credit is enclosed within the calculation of Equity and Free Margin. Credit wiped from the account will have an effect on the
Margin Level and in doing therefore result in a Stop out of the trades.
11. So as to stop dishonest transactions with the credit, or if such exercises are found, the company reserves the authority to cancel the
whole credit from the client account without notice.
12. The Company claims all authority to roll out improvements to the terms and conditions whenever and without earlier information.

Bonus Cancellation:
1. Instant tradable bonuses will be removed from trading accounts upon any capital withdrawal request within 90 days from the date
of deposit.
2. The Instant tradable bonus is non-transferable between Int Fx Brokers trading accounts and cannot be withdrawn by the client.
3. If a client attempts to make any partial withdrawal or transfer to any other account of any funds from the trading account on which
the instant tradable bonus was granted, the bonus shall be removed without any prior notice.
4. Once instant tradable bonus credited to a client’s trading account, the credit bonus remains linked to this same account and cannot
be withdrawn either partially or in full.

